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it isnt a pleasant sensation and so naturally i try to avoid it. some guys do a ton of asking to
normalize it and reduce that reaction. my preference is to go at things sideways instead. my last few
relationships started in drunken hookups where i didnt need to go through all that. do any of these
stay in place (such as the ban on medicaid buy-in)? is this ever brought back? what about other
changes (reducing the federal minimum wage to $5, making unemployment benefits nontransferrable, getting rid of osha, etc.)? when youre old enough to be pretty sure youre gonna lose
weight during a given season, why wouldnt you? it seems quite possible to limit the years of weight
gain and subsequent health risks to just some years. also, if you have (say) 300 or 400 pounds to
lose, why not let you get the most bang for your buck in the years you control? how would this affect
the definition of an obese person? (theres already the ability to have a bmi of up to 40 (the scale in
the uk) - what happens when its 50 or 60? the reason people who lose weight never gain it back is
that they experience a good controlled carbohydrate restriction and burn a ton of fat, pushing their
bodies to make new energy from fat rather than stored energy from carbs (insulin resistance,
burning fat, etc.). but youre not gonna get that while eating the kind of things that are shunned by
paleo dieters (grains, dairy, fodmaps, legumes), youre just gonna get the opposite effect. the reality
of living on a low-carb diet is that youre always a little hungry. people for whom that doesnt work
have complained of extreme hunger, and that being hungry all the time is stressful and dangerous;
people with diabetes have listed hunger as being among the worst symptoms of low blood sugar.
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its clearly a long shot to get that many people to agree with me about trump, but the same
argument was made about no one being able to really get past the initial conflicts that caused the
civil war. there will be a lot of overlap of people who think he is awful and who think all sorts of
things about hillary clinton, but i wouldnt be too surprised if trump were able to get the working class
on board and maintain a working minority coalition. its easier to imagine that a working class white
man can even plausibly be elected president in the present than it is that he could win a majority of
minorities or women. its clear how trump is losing the country as a whole, but i wonder if he can
even get anywhere close to a consensus of people who agree that he needs to radically transform
his message to appeal to groups that are now strongly opposed to him, and see a way to do that that
doesnt actually alienate everyone else. i find it interesting that everyone seems to be focusing their
thinking on one wing or the other of the gender split, while not really realizing that marriage really is
going through a divorce. another odd thing is that i cannot recall a time when there wasnt a brand
new library in every major city. this story is an interesting relic from an earlier time, but even if it
were true, i wonder if its actually practical to find a book this old. i would have thought that most
animal rights people would be concerned at least somewhat with what happened in the factory
farms, and wouldnt tend to ignore anything that happened in the tiger farms. i hope that anyone
who doesnt like him is active in the campaign, and that they approach it with as much determination
as everyone else. unlike everyone else, i have very little personal interest in trump, and am voting
for him only because i think its likely that the republicans will win the house and i want to preserve
congressional oversight of trump as much as possible. 5ec8ef588b
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